
Technical Bulletin 

Trade Neutron Seat (8901WSC) 

 

Due to our programme of continuous product development and improvement, from June 2017, Trade Neutron Seats (Batch 

PO4500015129) will change to a new version (V5).  This has been done so that we can remain competitive in this market 

segment. 

As such, spares will be slightly different to previous versions so you need to identify with your customer which seat they have, as 

follows, in order to prescribe the correct spare parts. 

 

Product Identification 

Please use this guide to determine what seat your customer has to determine what spares to issue: 

 What seat does the customer have?  This can be determined by looking at the hinges as follows:

V1 & V3 

This seat has two push 

buttons for quick release.  

Once the seat has been 

removed, inside the slots 

where the pins locate the 

body will either be white OR 

black. Note pin type (right) 

V2 

This seat has two push 

buttons for quick release.  

These are easily identified 

as the body is chrome 

plated and protrudes from 

the moulding of the plastic 

ring and lid. Pin on hinge 

anchor is pointed with no 

sleeve at the bottom. 

V4 

Two push buttons for 

quick release like V1 / V3.  

The lid and ring mouldings 

are the same as V1/V3.  

Hinge bodies inside the 

slots are Charcoal Grey for 

v4.  Hinge anchor metal 

pins have black sleeve 

around the base at the 

bottom 

V5 

This seat has two push 

buttons but inside the 

hinges there is an inner 

pin.  Internal hinge body is 

off white and chrome push 

buttons are flat. 

The pin on the hinge 

anchor is also hollow (right) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

These hinge anchors have hollow metal pins as shown to easily spot the difference with previous versions. 

 

V1/V3 Hinges Anchors has a straight shaft with 

no collar around the base.  Use TSP0903 

V4 Hinges Anchors has a straight shaft with one 

step / indent like this.  The shaft sits in a plastic 

collar on top of the main base also.  Use 

SP14939 

V1/V3 Hinges Anchors are supplied with a 

rubber seal that is separate to the hinge base.  

The rubber seal locates into the two holes 

shown here.  For the correct fixing pack use 

TSP0903. 

V4 Hinges Anchors are supplied with the rubber 

seal pre-moulded into the base.  So they are 

not separate in the hinge pack.  Use SP14939 





CODE DESCRIPTION IMAGE NOTES

SP13034
NEUTRON V2 TOILET SEAT TOP 

FIXING PACK

Components shown in 

picture packed in zip tie 

polybag

SP13035
NEUTRON V2 TOILET SEAT 

BOTTOM FIXING PACK

Components shown in 

picture packed in zip tie 

polybag

SP13036
NEUTRON V2 TOILET SEAT SOFT-

CLOSE DAMPER SET

Components shown in 

picture packed in zip tie 

polybag

SP13037
NEUTRON V2 TOILET SEAT HINGE 

DAMPER STOP

Bulk packed in single poly 

bag

SP13038
NEUTRON V2 TOILET SEAT WHITE 

RING BUFFER

Bulk packed in single poly 

bag

SP13039
NEUTRON V2 TOILET SEAT WHITE 

LID BUFFER

Bulk packed in single poly 

bag








